Introduction
This article describes the user-written program margeff, which enables the fast estimation of (average) marginal effects. There are several reasons for using margeff instead of mfx or other user-written postestimation commands, such as the spost package. First, to my best knowledge, margeff is the first command that can estimate average marginal effects after a broad range of regression models. margeff can be viewed as a significant extension of Jonah B. Gelbach's margfx, which estimates average marginal effects after probit and logit models. Nevertheless, margeff can also estimate marginal effects at means. Second, margeff is fast and reliable because it calculates marginal effects analytically rather than numerically. Third, users might find margeff easier to use and its output easier to read. margeff presents the results as if marginal effects were real estimation results. For example, after multiple-outcome regression models, such as multinomial and ordered regression models, all possible outcomes are displayed.
Besides describing the program, this article offers a new discussion of some problems that are related to computation of marginal effects. There are two methods of estimating marginal effects. One method is the computation of the average of discrete or partial changes over all observations, yielding average marginal effects (hereafter abbreviated as AME). The other method is the computation of marginal effects at fixed values of the independent variables. The most-often used values are sample means. This method yields marginal effects at the mean (hereafter abbreviated as MEM). In the literature, there is not much discussion of which of these two methods should be used, and the discussion does not seem to be conclusive. The main argument in favor of AME is based Estimation of marginal effects using margeff on a demand for realism: the sample means used during the calculation of MEM might refer to either nonexistent or inherently nonsensical observations, a problem typically encountered when there are dummies among the regressors (see, for example, Long 1997, 74) . Greene also notes that current practice favors the use of AME. Ironically, the supply side does not seem to respond to this demand; most statistical software, such as Stata (and Limdep), estimates MEM. This adjustment problem can be rationalized on the grounds that MEM is a good (asymptotically valid) approximation of AME (Greene 1997, 876) .
In my opinion, AME is more appropriate for providing a realistic interpretation of estimation results. Nevertheless, I feel that there is room for more discussion of how to estimate marginal effects. In this article, I will argue that MEM is not a good approximation of AME if some of the parameter estimates are large. Then I will turn to the issue of how to calculate marginal effects for dummy variables. The point I wish to make is that the main issue is not whether MEMs for dummy variables are unrealistic or nonsensical; rather, the main issue is that routine estimation of either AMEs or MEMs might lead to incorrect estimates for dummies that are part of a set of indicator variables indicating different categories of a single underlying variable. Finally, I will argue that the use of MEM is preferred if some of the regressors are mathematical transformations of other regressors.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the discussion of obtaining correct marginal effects. The section begins with an examination of the conditions under which AME should be used instead of MEM. I begin this section by showing that under some conditions MEM cannot be considered as a good approximation of AME. Then I discuss two practical issues of obtaining correct marginal effects for (i) dummy variables that indicate different categories of a single variable and (ii) continuous variables that are mathematical transformations of each other. I will argue that mfx does not offer an easy solution to both of these practical problems. Section 3 describes the margeff command. Section 4 contains examples mainly illustrating the problems examined in section 2. Section 5 gives some concluding notes.
2 Average marginal effect or marginal effect at the mean?
Definition of AME and MEM
Consider the single-equation regression model
where βx denotes the linear combination of parameters and variables and F (·) is the cumulative distribution function that maps the values of βx to the [ 0,1 ] interval.
Following the standard interpretation of linear statistical models, marginal effects should measure the change in the expected value of y as one independent variable increases by unity while all other variables are kept constant. Then the AME of the ith explanatory variable is
and the MEM is
For continuous variables, (1) and (2) are rarely applied. Instead, researchers estimate the effect of an infinitely small change. Let f (·) be the derivative of F (·) with respect to βx. Consider a continuous variable x i . The AME of the ith continuous variable, AME i is given by
where βx k denotes the value of the linear combination of parameters and variables for the kth observation. Let x be a vector containing the means of the explanatory variables. The MEM for x i is defined as
There are also separate formulas to estimate marginal effects for dummy variables. The well-known formula for AME is
In a similar fashion, one can define the MEM for dummy variables as
This definition is meaningful since it avoids the problem of setting dummy variables to means.
The remainder of this section provides a new discussion of the issue of obtaining correct marginal effects. In subsection 2.2, I show the conditions under which MEM cannot be considered as a good approximation of AME. Then I discuss two practical issues of obtaining correct marginal effects. In subsection 2.3, I show how to obtain correct marginal effects for dummy variables that indicate different categories of a single variable. Finally, subsection 2.4 argues that MEM should be used instead of AME if the model includes continuous variables that are mathematical transformations of each other. I will also argue that mfx does not offer an easy solution to the latter two problems.
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Estimation of marginal effects using margeff
MEM and AME: similarities and differences
In this subsection, I show the conditions under which MEM cannot be considered as a good approximation of AME. Although it was argued that MEM is a good approximation of AME (Greene 1997, 876) , there is some evidence that MEMs and AMEs can be different, even in considerably large samples (Bockarjova and Hazans 2000) .
Our exposition will focus on marginal effects for continuous variables. Using (3) and (4), the difference between the AME and the MEM can be written as
Using a second-order Taylor series expansion around x, f (βx
where f (·) and f (·) are the first and second derivatives of f (·) with respect to βx. Substituting (8) into (7) yields
Note that the difference between AME and MEM does not depend on the first term of the Taylor expansion because the sample sum of (x k i − x i ) is zero. Thus the absolute difference between AME and MEM reduces to
where Var(βx) denotes the sample variance of the linear prediction. The relative difference between AME and MEM is
In other words, the relative difference between AME and MEM is proportional to the value of the second derivative of the density function evaluated at the sample means and the sample variance of the linear prediction.
A similar result holds for dummy variables. For notational simplicity, write the above regression model as
where D is dummy variable and z is a vector of other regressors. Using two second-order Taylor series expansions around γz + δ and γz, the difference between (5) and (6) can be written as
where
Equations (10)- (12) have several important implications. First, we already noted that the difference between AME and MEM does not depend on the first term of the Taylor expansion because the sample sum of (x k i − x i ) is zero. However, if the marginal effect were evaluated at another vector ξ, which would contain any statistics of the corresponding explanatory variables or a vector containing any constants, the sample sum of (x k i − ξ i ) would not be zero. Therefore, the marginal effects computed at means are the best approximation of average marginal effects among those approximations that evaluate marginal effects at fixed values.
Second, MEM might both underestimate and overestimate AME, depending solely on the sign of the second derivative of the density function. Consider, for example, the probit model. Let Φ(x) and ϕ(x) denote the cumulative distribution function and the density function of the standard normal distribution. The second derivative of ϕ(x) is (x 2 − 1)ϕ(x). The latter expression is zero if x = −1 or x = 1. Since Φ(−1) ≈ 0.16 and Φ(1) ≈ 0.84, the second derivative of ϕ(x) is negative if the predicted probability evaluated at the sample means lies between 0.16 and 0.84. Hence, MEM overestimates AME if the predicted probability evaluated at the sample means lies between 0.16 and 0.84. If, however, the predicted probability evaluated at the sample means is larger than 0.84 or smaller than 0.16, MEM underestimates AME. Note also that the difference between MEM and AME depends on the value of the second derivative. Consider again the probit model. If the predicted probability evaluated at the sample means is around 0.5, the second derivative of the density function is around 0.4, and thus the difference between AME and MEM might be quite large. The difference between AME and MEM can be neglected if the predicted probability evaluated at the sample means is close to either 0.16 or 0.84. Third, the difference between AME and MEM increases with the variance of the linear prediction. The variance of the linear prediction reflects the heterogeneity of individual marginal effects. The variance of the linear prediction is large if the parameter estimates are large. This implies that, keeping all other factors constant, the difference between AME and MEM is large when the parameter estimates are large, as well.
Estimation of marginal effects using margeff
To illustrate the argument, consider the Program Effectiveness data listed in table 19.1 in Greene (1997) There is a substantial difference in MEM and AME for two variables, gpa and psi. The relative difference between AME and MEM, as measured by the left-hand side of (11), is about −32 percent for gpa and about −20 percent for psi. Researchers guessing the AMEs on the basis of MEMs would considerably overestimate the AMEs.
Why do MEMs overestimate AMEs? Equation (11) implies that MEM is larger than AME if the value of the third derivative of the cumulative probability function evaluated at the means of independent variables is negative. Let z be the sample mean of the linear prediction after the probit model. The second derivative of the standard normal density function ϕ(z) is (z 2 − 1)ϕ(z). Thus the right-hand side of (11) simplifies to 0.5(z 2 − 1)Var(z). This expression can be evaluated as follows:
The result is −0.4. On the basis of (11), the relative error is expected to be −0.4 for all variables. The observed relative errors are about −0.32 for gpa and tuce and −0.20 for psi. The observed relative errors are not identical to the expected relative errors. However, the expected value is relatively close to the observed value if we consider the continuous variables gpa and tuce. The large discrepancy between observed and expected values for the dummy variable psi is probably due to the fact that (11) is only approximately valid for dummy variables.
Dummy variables
In this subsection, I discuss the issue of how to obtain correct marginal effects for dummy variables. The point I wish to make is that the main issue is not whether MEMs for dummy variables are unrealistic or nonsensical; rather, the main issue is that routine estimation of either AMEs or MEMs might produce wrong estimates for dummy variables that indicate different categories of a single underlying variable. Sets of dummies are typically included if the explanatory variables include categorical variables having more than two categories. Stata users typically create sets of dummies using the xi command or the xi: prefix command.
It is generally viewed to be problematic to evaluate marginal effects at means of dummy variables since means of dummies refer to nonexisting observations. Note that the problem of nonsensical observations is not related to the estimation of marginal effects for dummy variables. In the previous section, we have seen that, even for dummy variables, MEMs are good approximations of AMEs, provided that the sample variance of the linear prediction and the second derivative of the cumulative distribution function evaluated at the linear prediction are both small. The argument that MEMs assume nonexisting data points can be rejected on the grounds that MEMs is a good approximation of the realistic AMEs, as long as these two conditions hold. Rather, the problem of nonsensical observations arises in the context of estimating marginal effects for continuous variables. The argument is that (4) cannot be used in the presence of dummy variables because the evaluation of f (βx) would assume nonexistent and even nonsensical observations. Assume for the moment that the demand for realism is compelling. Fortunately, realistic marginal effects can easily be computed. The demand for realism dictates that one should evaluate the density function so that the dummy in question is set either to zero or one. But this implies that one computes two separate quantities. This method is not attractive since if there are K dummies, one should calculate 2K different marginal effects. This difficulty can be avoided if one computes a weighted average of the "realistic" marginal effects. In our simple model, the MEM of the continuous variable z is
where p denotes the sample mean of D. To summarize, the claim that MEM is inappropriate in the presence of dummies boils down to the estimation of (13).
However, one can still insist on the computation of MEM in the presence of dummy variables on the basis that evaluating marginal effects at means of dummy variables might be a good approximation of meaningful average marginal effects. To see this, consider the simple regression model
where D is a dummy variable and z is a continuous variable. First, note that (4), the formula for computing the MEM of the continuous variables, implies that the MEM of the continuous variable is γf (γz + δp). Since f (γz + δp) can be approximated as f (γz) + δpf (γz), (4) can be rewritten as
The same formula can be obtained if one approximates f (γz + δ) as f (γz) + δf (γz), and substitutes this approximation into (13)! This means that (13) is equivalent to (4), meaning that the usual formula of MEM for continuous variables can be used, even if there are dummies among the regressors. This result holds if the error terms of the first-order Taylor series expansions are approximately the same. Again the argument that MEMs assume nonexisting data points can be rejected on the grounds that MEMs are a good approximation of the realistic AMEs, as long as the neglected terms in the Taylor expansion are approximately the same.
Dummy variables raise a more fundamental problem if the regression model includes several dummies that indicate different categories of a single underlying variable. One implicit assumption behind the computation of marginal effects is that (5) or (6) should be applied to the full estimation sample. This implicit assumption might be labeled the "assumption of unrestricted computations". This assumption, however, leads to incorrect marginal effects if the computations involve a set of dummies indicating different categories of a single underlying variable.
To illustrate the problem, consider a 3 × 2 table, where the probabilities of success in the successive rows are 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8. This table can be generated using the following command:
. tabi 80 20 50 50 20 80, replace Let the first category of the row variable be the reference row. Obviously, the effect of the second category of the row variable is 0.3 since the difference in probabilities of successes between the second and the first rows is 0.3. By the same token, the effect of the third category of the row variable is 0.6. Surprisingly, marginal effects different from the expected ones are obtained if one uses the mfx compute command:
. quietly replace col = col-1 . quietly xi: logit col i.row [fw=pop] . mfx compute Marginal effects after logit y = Pr(col) (predict) = What went wrong? Let x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x K denote the dummy variables that indicate the second, third, . . . , Kth categories of the underlying variable x. The first category of x is thus the reference category. Let x −k denote the vector of these dummies except x k . The assumption of unrestricted computations is unrealistic for the following reason. Imagine that you wish to compute the average marginal effects of x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x K dummies using (5). Intuitively, the marginal effect of the kth dummy should reflect the difference in the expected value of the outcome under study between the kth category of x and the reference category. Thus the computations must be restricted to observations belonging to the first and the kth categories of x. This restriction is met if the computations are restricted to the observations where the equality x −k = 0 holds. Since (5) does not incorporate this restriction, the marginal effects obtained take into account observations that are irrelevant in obtaining the true marginal effects. As a consequence, unrestricted marginal effects obtained using (5) might be incorrect.
Restricted calculations can be carried out with mfx, but the workaround is tedious. The appropriate restrictions can be added using either the if condition or the at() option. The use of the if condition seems more convenient. In our example, one should first issue the following two commands:
. mfx compute if row==2
Marginal effects after logit y = Pr(col) (predict) = What the dummies() option does is that it automatically assigns appropriate if conditions to each member of a list of dummies and then uses these conditions during the computations. For example, if margeff is told that x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 indicate different categories of a single variable, the conditions
are assigned in this order to the variables. Later, when margeff computes the marginal effect of each dummy, these conditions are used when (5) or (6) is evaluated.
Mathematical transformations
In this subsection, I argue that MEM rather than AME offers a more convenient solution to the problem of obtaining marginal effects if the model includes continuous variables that are mathematically transformations of each other. The typical example is the inclusion of age squared next to age. In such situations, researchers wish to know the "total" marginal effect of age, that is, the sum of the direct effect of age and its indirect effect mediated by age squared. Note that neither the marginal effect of age nor the marginal effect of age squared is the desired total effect because marginal effects assume the manipulation of only one variable and keeping all other variables constant. Clearly, the idea of total marginal effect implies the idea of manipulating all mathematically related variables.
In principle, obtaining the total marginal effects is straightforward since direct and indirect effects are easy to obtain, and the rule of combining them is clear. Let x be a continuous variable and g(x) its mathematical transformation. The direct effect of x is the effect as if x influenced only the outcome but not g (x) . This direct effect is just the marginal effect of x. The indirect effect involves the effect of g(x) on the outcome and the effect of x on g(x), while ignoring the fact that an increase in x affects the outcome directly. Using the chain rule, the indirect effect is the marginal effect of g(x) times the derivative of g(x). Thus the total marginal effect of x is the sum of marginal effects of variables, weighted by the derivatives of the variables with respect to x.
To state this result formally, let z j (j = 1, . . . , J) denote the jth mathematical transformation of x i . The total marginal effects of x i are defined by
and
Equations (15) and (16) immediately suggest that the total marginal effect of x can be obtained in two steps. The first step is the (separate) estimation of marginal effects of each variable. The second step is the combination of the marginal effects using (15) or (16).
The comparison of (15) and (16) reveals that the combination of the marginal effects is much easier if one uses MEMs instead of AMEs. In (16), the derivative of any g j (x) is a scalar. For example, the derivative of age squared with respect to age is 2x. If the average age in the sample is, say, 40 years, then the total marginal effect of age is the marginal effect of age plus 80 times the marginal effect of age squared. Estimating MEMs makes the computation very easy. In general, if the user knows the sample means, the computation of the total marginal effect can make use of the lincom or nlcom commands. In this way, also the standard error for the total marginal effect can be obtained.
Contrary to this, the computation of AMEs is a bit more complicated. In (15), the derivative of any g j (x) is a variable. However, the total marginal effect must be a scalar. To arrive at a scalar, one could either take the mean of each derivative or evaluate the derivatives at means. The latter strategy shows again that computing MEMs is easier in this situation.
Finally, note that the official mfx command does not allow for a quick combination of marginal effects. The reason is that mfx is not an estimation command; thus Stata's Estimation of marginal effects using margeff postestimation commands will not find the matrix of estimated marginal effects. Users of mfx can implement this two-step procedure provided they write a small program that begins with saving mfx results as proper estimation results and then proceeds with the appropriate lincom command.
To enable quick access to estimated marginal effects and their standard errors, margeff has a replace option that causes margeff to overwrite the estimation results. The replace option turns margeff into an estimation command. This has the additional advantage that researchers can quickly generate publishable tables of marginal effects using either the official estimates table command or the user-written commands estout and outreg. ] the expected number of counts or the incidence rate 4. margeff supports only the above listed models. The model(stata cmd ) option, however, adds some flexibility. This is useful if users wish to obtain marginal effects after the survey version of stata cmd or after their own program.
5. margeff behaves as a postestimation command (see help postest). However, the option replace forces margeff to behave as an estimation command (see help estcom). This enables the use of postestimation commands, such as lincom or test after margeff.
Typed without arguments, margeff replays the results of previous margeff computations, provided the last use of margeff was combined with the replace option.
margeff replay replays the results of the previous margeff computation.
Options
at(atlist) forces margeff to estimate marginal effects at points specified in atlist instead of estimating average marginal effects.
at(mean | median | zero varname = # , varname = # . . . ) specifies that the marginal effects be evaluated at means, at medians of the independent variables, or at zeros. It also allows users to specify particular values for one or more independent variables, assuming that the rest are means, medians, or zeros.
. . . ) specifies that the marginal effects be evaluated at particular values for one or more independent variables, assuming that the rest are means.
count modifies the calculation of marginal effects for count variables, i.e., variables that take more than two values and all of the values are integers. By default, margeff treats count variables as continuous variables, thus marginal effects correspond to small changes in the independent variables. If the count option is specified, the marginal effects are changes in probabilities when the count variables increases by unity.
nodiscrete forces margeff to treat dummy variables as if they were continuous. Recall that if nodiscrete is not specified, the marginal effect of a dummy variable is calculated as the discrete change in the expected value of the dependent variable as the dummy variable changes from 0 to 1.
dummies(varlist 1 \ varlist 2 . . . ) modifies the calculation of marginal effects for dummy variables. Let x be a categorical variables with K + 1(K > 1) categories. In this case, not x but K dummies-say, D1, . . . , DK-are included in the regression model. The estimated marginal effects for these K dummies may be misleading. The correct result is obtained if one specifies the dummies(D*) option.
eform forces margeff to define the quantity of interest as exp(xβ), where xβ is the linear prediction.
model(stata cmd ) forces margeff to estimate marginal effects as if the preceding estimation command were stata cmd. stata cmd must be one of the supported commands that are listed in the Syntax subsection. The model(stata cmd ) is likely to be helpful if you wish to obtain marginal effects after the survey version of a supported estimation command or you wish to fit a supported model using glm. The estimates, however, will be meaningful only if the estimation command issued by the user and stata cmd have the same link functions. It is the user's responsibility to ensure that this condition holds.
nooffset causes margeff to ignore the offset variable during the calculations.
outcome(numlist) causes margeff to display only the probability outcomes corresponding to the numbers specified in numlist (see [U] 11.1.8 numlist). This option is useful after estimation commands listed as "[group 2]" models. The correspondence rule is the following:
1. After biprobit, numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 refer to outcomes p00, p01, p10, and p11.
2. After oprobit, ologit, gologit, and mlogit, number # refers to the #th category of the dependent variable. Thus number 1 always indicates the lowest category, and if the dependent variable has, say, 5 categories, number 5 indicates the highest category.
percent causes margeff to display the results as a percentage.
replace causes margeff to overwrite the estimation results left behind. This option is useful if 1. you wish to include marginal effects in publication-quality tables using either the official estimates table command or the user-written commands outreg or estout; or 2. your model contains a variable (such as age-squared) that is a mathematical transformation of another independent variable and you wish to obtain the total effect of that variable (age) using the lincom or the nlcom command.
Methods and Formulas

Marginal effects after single-equation models
Estimation of marginal effects after single-equation models uses (1)- (6), depending on the type of variable and the contents of the at(atlist), count, and nodiscrete options. If the at(atlist) option is not specified, (1), (3), and (5) are applied to count, continuous, and dummy variables, respectively. If the at(atlist) option is specified, (2), (4), and (6) are applied to count, continuous, and dummy variables. Note that the count option enables the perception of count variables, and the nodiscrete option forbids the perception of dummy variables. 
Marginal effects after multiple-equation models
. , H). The symbol β
h x refers to the linear combination of the parameter estimates and the variables in the hth equation. Similarly, β h x k denotes the value of β h x for the kth observation in the estimation sample of size n (k = 1, . . . , n). Given these notations, the multiple-equation models are defined as
Since partial changes are expressed by partial derivatives, the average marginal effect of the ith continuous variable is given by
For dummy variables, the average marginal effect for the ith variable is defined as
if the 95th and the 5th percentiles are equal, the maximum and minimum values are used instead.
Saved results
If margeff is used without the replace option, margeff adds the following macros and matrices to the existing estimation results:
Macros e(margeff cmd) stata cmd e(margeff display) display form; either asis or percent e(margeff def) quantities of interest e(margeff method) method of calculation; average, mean, median, or zero e(margeff at) list of variables specified in at(atlist) e(margeff discrete) off if the nodiscrete option was specified; otherwise, on e(margeff count) on if the count option was specified; otherwise, off e(margeff dvars) the list of dummy variables, independently of the treatment of dummies during calculation e(margeff cvars) the list of count variables, independently of the treatment of count variables during calculation Matrices e(margeff b) vector of estimated marginal effects e(margeff V) covariance matrix of estimated marginal effects
If margeff is used as an estimation command-that is, the user does specify the replace option-margeff erases all locals and matrices, and, besides the above listed macros and matrices, returns the following macros and matrices: 
Examples
Data and variables
The use of margeff will be illustrated with the help of the Scientific Productivity of Biochemists Data (N = 915). The dataset is described in Long (1997) The last two commands prepare the estimation of the total marginal effect of ment. Note that the summarize command shows that mean productivity of mentors is about 8.767 articles. Instead of this number, the square term is centered around 9. Centering is necessary if one wishes to obtain marginal effects after variables that are mathematical transformations of each other.
Marginal effects after sets of dummy variables
We begin by illustrating the estimation of marginal effects after dummy variables that indicate different categories of a common categorical variable. The dataset contains a variable measuring the number of small children (variable kid5). One might argue that the relationship between scientific productivity and the number of children is not linear but piecewise. That is, productivity does not drop substantially after having the first child, but it does drop substantially after having the second and especially the third child. To test this idea, the following logit model is fitted. The parameter estimates suggest that our hypothesis is partially correct. On the one hand, a significant difference in productivity can be found between researchers having no small children and researchers having two small children, but having only one child does not affect productivity. On the other hand, evidence does not support the idea that researchers with three children are less productive than researchers having no small children. To improve on interpretation, average marginal effects are estimated using margeff. Since Ikid5 1, Ikid5 2, and Ikid5 3 indicate different categories of a single underlying variable, kid5, the dummies() option must also be specified. The command and the output are as follows:
. margeff, dummies(_I*) Average marginal effects on Prob (artbin==1) Thus keeping other things equal, the difference in productivity between researchers who have no small children and researchers who have two small children is about 12 percent.
Obtaining correct marginal effects when the model includes polynomial terms
The next example illustrates how to compute correct marginal effects after models that include an independent variable, which is a mathematical transformation of another independent variable. The typical example is the inclusion of the square of another variable. Our aim is to access the hypothesis that the productivity of students is a nonlinearly increasing or inversely U-shaped function of the productivity of mentors. The logic behind this reasoning is that the productivity of the mentor motivates students, but only if the mentor does not publish too much, since increase in mentor's productivity decreases the time spent on supervising and encouraging students. The natural way of testing such nonlinear effects is the inclusion of the square of the variable that measures the productivity of the mentor. To assess this hypothesis, a logit model of artbin on ment, ment2, and other variables was fitted. The results are as follows:
. logit artbin ment ment2 phd fem kid5 mar (output omitted ) The signs of the coefficients of ment and ment2 support the hypothesis that the productivity of students depends nonlinearly on the productivity of mentors. The coefficient of the squared term is not significant at the conventional 5-percent level.
Estimation of marginal effects using margeff
Before estimating marginal effects, it is useful to find out whether the effect is increasing or inversely U-shaped. The effect is inversely U-shaped if the value of ment that maximizes the linear prediction falls within the range of ment. The value of ment that maximizes the linear prediction can be calculated as follows. This value is outside the observed range of ment (the maximum of ment is 77). Thus the effect is not inversely U-shaped but is increasing at a decreasing rate, so the effect of ment is always positive.
The total marginal effect of ment will be evaluated at the point where the mentor has 9 publications. The estimation of marginal effects proceeds in first steps. First, we compute marginal effects at fixed values:
. margeff, at(mean ment=9 ment2=0) replace Marginal effects at means on Prob (artbin==1) The second step is the computation of the weighted sum of the marginal effects of ment and ment2. The weights for ment and ment2 are 1 and 18, respectively. The replace option of margeff enables easy computations, since one can use the lincom command.
. lincom ment+2*9*ment2
( 1) ment + 18 ment2 = 0 Thus a small increase in the number of articles by the mentor increases the probability of having published articles by about 1.4 percent. Without forming the linear combination, one would conclude that the effect size is a bit larger, 1.7 percent.
Concluding notes
This article describes the user-written program margeff, which enables the fast estimation of (average) marginal effects. I hope I have shown that margeff is an attractive alternative to the official Stata command mfx. margeff is recommended to users who (1) insist that average marginal effects are more realistic than marginal effects at the mean; (2) often include sets of dummy variables or polynomial terms in their regression models; (3) wish to obtain marginal effects after models having several outcomes; or (4) wish to produce nice tables containing the marginal effects using either the official estimates table or the user-written outreg or estout commands. Additionally, due to the analytic computations, margeff is much faster and more reliable than mfx, which relies on numerical derivations.
However, margeff also has limitations. Ironically, the limitations are related to the fact that it calculates marginal effects analytically using the cumulative distribution functions and the density functions. Unfortunately, the programming of these functions might be challenging (at least it was for the author). The author encountered such a difficulty with clogit and nlogit. Thus there is a trade-off between computational speed and the number of supported estimation commands. margeff aims at quick estimation of marginal effects, but only after a limited number of regression models. Contrary to this, mfx aims at estimating marginal effects after a broad range of regression models, but at the price of relatively slow (numerical) calculations. margeff and mfx are thus the opposite ends of a scale.
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